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About the Author
We are two sisters, aged 16 and 12. We really love reading,
and we love science. We’re on a mission to inspire girls
about cutting-edge science and technology, like artificial
intelligence, quantum computing, and robotics.

About Science Girls Squad
Girls’ interest in science peaks before 12, and declines after
that. Science camps aren't accessible to everyone. And
there aren’t many books out there for younger girls
interested in science. So we wrote a series of adventure
books featuring girls exploring the amazing world of science
and technology. The books feature diverse characters with
“girl power” attitudes.
Narrative fiction is easily accessible to girls no matter where
they live. It engages their imagination in an inclusive way,
and catalyzes their interest via the “near peer” effect.
The books are free for anyone to download. Go ahead and
share! Or, if you would like to explore working with us to
incorporate these books as part of your science outreach
curriculum, please get in touch!
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Chapter 1:
Off to the arcade

“Beep, beep, beep!” the familiar sound of Jada’s alarm clock came
to life. Jada sleepily opened one eye, and pressed the off button.
Yawning and stretching as she climbed out of bed, she suddenly
remembered what day it was.
“I almost forgot! I’m playing with Mia today!” She checked the
time. 8:15. Good thing she had set her alarm clock yesterday.
Jada bounded down the stairs to the kitchen where her dad was
making scrambled eggs.
“Morning Sunshine!” he called out, as Jada popped some toast in
the toaster. “Morning dad!” she grinned back.
Jada glanced over at her mom, who was typing in a frenzy at her
laptop. “Hey Mom! Want some toast?” she asked, reaching into
the fridge for the jam.
“Thanks honey! Hey, don’t you have a play date with Mia this
morning?” Jada’s mom asked.
“I do! We’re going to Limelight Arcade, you know, the place on
tenth, they just finished the renovation and added some new
games,” Jada said, smiling. “Oh right, you love that place!” Jada’s
mom chuckled.

“Are you meeting up with Mia and walking, or do you want a ride?”
she asked.
“We’ll walk,” Jada said. “The weather isn’t too bad, and I think
some fresh air would do me good,” Jada said.
“That’s better for me too, I have a big deadline for work today, so
I’m going to be busy,” said Jada’s mom as she took a sip of her tea.
“Cool! Good luck with it!” Jada said.
The toast popped, and Jada walked over to the toaster carrying
the butter and jam. “The arcade sounds like fun! Do you want
some eggs? They’re almost done,” said Jada’s dad. “Sure, but don’t
put ketchup on mine!” she demanded. “But ketchup is so
delicious!” Her dad responded, grinning at her. She rolled her
eyes, thinking: ketchup is good, but not on everything.
Jada buttered the slices of toast and put them on plates. Her dad
heaped scrambled eggs onto one, and Jada walked over to the
table where her mom was working.
“Here you go,” she said, placing the toast on the table. “Mmm,
thank you! It smells delicious,” Her mom said, taking a bite. “No
problem,” Jada responded as she sat down to start her breakfast.
After scarfing down the last bites of toast and eggs, Jada got
dressed and brushed her teeth. Halfway through flossing, her iPad
gave the promising “Ding!” of a text message.
She opened the iPad up to see a message from Mia. Call me! it said.
She picked up the iPad and called Mia.

“Hey!” Jada heard Mia’s voice right away.
“Hi!” Jada responded. “So, if you bring ten bucks and I bring ten
too, we can spend fifteen on games and when we have five bucks
left, we can get mini donuts!” Mia said excitedly. Jada laughed
inwardly. Mia loved to plan ahead.
“Okay, sounds good, but we need to play all the new games first,
alright?” Jada asked.
“Awesome! I can’t wait! I’ve been so excited to go to the
reopening together!” Mia exclaimed. “Me too! See you at your
house?” Jada asked.
“Yup! Then we’ll walk to the arcade!” Mia responded. “Okay, see
you then!” Jada said. “Come fast! Bye!” Mia squealed.
They had been going to the arcade since they became friends,
and when it closed, they had been really upset. But now that it
was reopening after renovation, they were hoping it was going
to be even better than before!
Jada grabbed her coat and pulled on the cute new boots she had
gotten during the spring sale. “Bye mom! Bye dad!” she shouted
as she walked out the front door.
“Jada! Wait!” her mom exclaimed. “Huh?” Jada said as she walked
back into the house. “You forgot your money!” Jada’s mom
said, handing Jada’s wallet to her. “Oh! Thanks mom!” said Jada,
surprised.
Jada laughed, “I’m always forgetting something, aren’t I?” And
she walked out the door.

Chapter 2:
What's new?

The autumn air was crisp and cool. Jada shivered and was glad
she brought her coat and her fuzzy earmuffs with her.
Ding dong! Mia’s townhouse doorbell rang. Jada could
hear Mia thumping down the stairs, and a moment later Mia’s
cheerful face popped out the door.
“Hi! You’re here! Awesome, just let me grab my coat and we can
start walking!” Mia said. Like a human tornado she dashed back
into the house and then re-emerged, stuffing her feet into her
boots.
“Let’s go!” She declared, walking down the front steps as she put
on her coat.
Fifteen minutes later they arrived at the arcade.
“Wow! It sure has changed a lot!” Mia exclaimed, looking a little
happy, but also like she was missing the old arcade. Jada felt the
same, but not wanting to upset her friend she smiled and said
“Wow! Look how cool it is now!”

Mia stared up at the new sign. It said “Limelight Arcade’’ in big
bold neon letters with Pac-Man and ghosts inside the letters,
looking just like the game.
The small arcade now had large windows and white columns
on the outside. It was decorated with big 2D pixel Pac-Mans,
Donkey Kongs, Super Mario characters, and Wreck It Ralphs. It
certainly looked a lot fancier than the rundown arcade it had
been before.
The arcade had been a hangout spot for all the kids in their
elementary school, and now there was a long line outside the
door to get in.
“The arcade will open in five minutes!” the owner shouted, as
she popped his head through the arcade’s front door.
The kids in the lineup started chattering excitedly. Mia and
Jada joined the line, and said hello to a few people they knew.
“Hey look!” Mia said suddenly. “What is it?”
Asked Jada. “Over there! It’s Sabine!” Said Mia pointing to the
front of the line. Sabine had worked at the arcade for as long as
they had been going there, and she was super nice.
“Hey! Sabine, over here!” they shouted, waving furiously.
Sabine turned her head and her face lit up when she saw them.
Her bright orange bob bounced as she skipped over.
“Hello girls! It’s so good to see you again!” she said. “It’s good to
see you too, Sabine!” exclaimed Jada. “The place has changed
so much! I’m just glad they kept the staff the same!” Mia said.
“Well, of course they would keep me!” Sabine giggled, winking
through her large round glasses.

Sabine was a four-time Pac-Man-Con champion. Not to
mention she knew everything about all the games, and was
always ready to help teach a new player. Jada smiled,
remembering when Sabine had first taught her to game.
Finally, the owner of Limelight Arcade opened the door once
more. Sabine turned her head towards the arcade, revealing
the Pac-Man choker she wore as the owner shouted, “The
arcade is now open!” to the crowd.
“Well, I’d best be off! See you in the arcade!” Sabine shouted
as she dashed back to the front of the line.
Jada and Mia waved to their friend. The chattering lineup
slowly filed into the arcade. Mia sighed.
“What’s wrong?” questioned Jada, turning to her friend.
“It’s just that…well, don’t you think it’s weird that Sabine
doesn’t seem to mind all the changes in the arcade...she
always goes on about the importance of the old-fashioned
games, and arcades,” Mia said, her expression a little confused
and grumpy.
“You’re right, it was a little weird,” Jada responded. Mia was
right. Sabine talked a lot about the importance of oldfashioned arcades, that they were the originals, and they
should be kept that way. One of the last times Jada and Mia
had gone to the arcade Sabine had been telling them
scornfully about all the silly people who were renovating their
arcades to make them more “modern”. And now she was
letting this happen to her arcade?

As the girls got closer to the front of the line, they could see new
posters plastered on the windows of the arcade. All New Video
Games! said one. Enhanced Game AI experience! Read another.
“I liked it the old way,” said Mia. Jada looked at her friend. She
seemed a little annoyed. Mia didn’t like new things sometimes.
But telling her to be more open-minded wasn’t going to help.
“Oh well, let’s just try it out,” Jada finally said. She wasn’t going to
let this ruin their time here. They finally arrived at the front of
the line, and walked inside.
“Wow...!” Exclaimed Jada. This was certainly a step up from the
old arcade.
The old, dirty, stained carpet was gone, replaced by a smooth
dark stone floor decorated with fluorescent lime green
waves. The waves reminded her of stellar constellations, or
maybe the aurora borealis, or both. It was…out of this world, in a
way.
Judging by the look on Mia’s face, she thought the same thing.
The girls stepped down the two entrance steps, and they gazed
at the rest of the arcade.
The concession stand and a new gift shop were set up near the
windows so that they could bask in the light from outside, while
the games could stay in the dark. The concession stand had had
a complete renovation, and its walls were made of white brick,
and had neon counters, tables, and stools. It was decorated like
the outside of the store, with video game characters and a neon
sign.
The walls were dark, but as Jada stepped closer, she saw small,
unlit light bulbs behind glass, so every now and then a wave of
colors would sweep around the room in crashing, cascading
patterns.

“Cool, right!” said a voice behind them. They both jumped in
surprise and turned around to find Sabine smiling from ear to
ear. “The walls can also do fireworks, video game characters, and
anything you program them to do!” Sabine said with a huge grin.
“It’s amazing!” Mia said, in awe.
“I know, right!” Sabine said, her grin growing even bigger, even
though her face had already seemed at full grin capacity. She
dashed off again, leaving the two girls staring as Pac-Man chased
after ghosts along the wall.
They looked up, and saw that part of the ceiling had been
removed, so that they could see all the way to the second floor’s
ceiling. It had the same design as the walls, except it was
exploding with fireworks that were bursting in time with the
beat of the pop song that was playing. The staircase was made of
the same material, with steps that flashed colors as you walked
on them.
Too amazed to speak, the girls made their way up the busy
staircase, and stepped onto the second floor.

Chapter 3
Let’s play!

The arcade was more crowded than they had ever seen it,
but they were able to find a seat at one of the new games.
The walls around them were not the same as the ceiling, so
they wouldn’t be distracted as they played. A bunch of kids
were playing a game called Pong Knockout, and a girl and
her friend were competing for the highest score on
Gimmick.
A big line was forming outside of “Mission Impossible” but
Mia and Jada didn’t mind, because even if it was the biggest
game in the arcade now, it didn’t look super fun.
Mia and Jada decided to try a new dance game, and after a
few rounds, plus playing a few new car racing games, they
were hungry for a snack.
They headed down to the concession stand where Jake,
who had known them since they started gaming, gave them
five extra mini donuts on the house.
"Thanks Jake!" the girls chorused, then talked about what
they would play next while munching their donuts.

Sabine walked over and sat next to them, and ordered a super
green smoothie. Apparently, the concession stand had a
healthier menu now. “I’m glad they still have mini donuts,”
said Mia, eyeing the smoothie dubiously.
“So how are the new games?” Sabine asked the girls, sipping
on her smoothie. Jake offered her a plastic straw, and she
looked at him confusedly.
“A straw?!” she exclaimed. “They’re terrible for the
environment, where do you think those things end up?”
Sabine continued. “The ocean, landfills, nature, and animals'
stomachs!” Sabine answered for him. Jada and Mia agreed. No
one at the arcade disagreed with Sabine.
Jada spoke up. “The arcade should have a no-waste policy,”
while eyeing Sabine, who nodded. “Very good idea!” she said,
smiling once again.
“Oh, Jake, you’re in charge of ordering all the stuff for the
concession stand, aren’t you?” She asked him.
“Yeah, I am, um…I think that’s a good idea too! We can start
right away,” he said awkwardly.
“Awesome! Thanks Jake, that would be great,” Sabine said, and
went back to sipping her smoothie. After a moment, Jake
smiled at the girls, and walked over to help some other
customers.
“Where was I?” Sabine asked herself.
“Oh, right! How are the new games?” she asked again.

“They were great!” Jada said, smiling, she loved how Sabine
took action on things like she just did.
“Yeah! Pong Knockout looked super fun!” Mia said, biting
into her seventh mini donut. “Want one?” Mia asked,
passing the bag to Sabine. “Mmm, I’d love one thank you!”
Sabine gladly took a donut from the bag and started to eat
it.
“You know,” Sabine started speaking between bites
of donut, “you should try Pong Knockout, it’s really fun,
almost more than it seems!” She finished as she took the
last bite of the donut.
“But don’t you need four players?” Jada asked.
“No, you don’t!” Sabine responded, her eyes glittering. “The
AI can be a player too!” Sabine said.
“Who’s AI?” asked Mia.
“AI isn’t a person!” Sabine laughed. “It’s a type of computer
program. AI is short for Artificial Intelligence,” she
explained.
“AI is basically a super smart computer trained to mimic
human intelligence,” Sabine continued. AI is good at certain
things like recognizing patterns and repeating things.
That’s why it’s really good for video games. Our new games
all have AI!” she said excitedly.
“How?” asked Mia and Jada in chorus. They turned
to each other and giggled, clutching their sugar-filled
stomachs. “But really, how does AI…oops! I meant the AI,
do it?” Mia asked.

“Well, the AI is designed to make the gameplay more fun,”
said Sabine. “In some games, the AI helps the game adapt to
your playing style. It can generate more lifelike responses
from the non-player characters. And it can even be your
opponent!” Sabine’s eyes gleamed, and she sipped her
smoothie as the information sank in.
“But why would you want to play against a computer?” asked
Mia doubtfully. “Wouldn’t the AI always win?” She looked
nervous.
“Good question,” laughed Sabine. “The Artificial Intelligence
is designed to teach itself the game. An AI can practice over
and over again, so it can try every strategy possible. And
never forgets what it learns,” she said, looking awed.
“It’s true that, after a while, it becomes better than most
human players,” she explained. “But you can program the AI
to take into account the playing level of the humans playing
the game. Basically, the AI will play at your level, and get
better as you get better,” Sabine said reassuringly, putting
down her empty smoothie glass.
“Cool!” said Jada admiringly.
“Do you have AI players in the arcade now?!”
asked Mia, looking more eager than she had before.
“Of course!” Sabine responded. “We can go
play against the AI right now, if you want to,” said Sabine,
pointing upstairs.
“Let’s do that!” said Jada, getting up from her seat at the
counter. “Wait!” exclaimed Mia, clutching her belly as she slid
off the stool. “I think I ate too much…that AI will definitely
beat me now!” she groaned, and both girls snorted with
giddy laughter.

Chapter 4:
Into the game

The girls headed upstairs to Pong Knockout. The arcade was
less crowded, as most kids had started going home for lunch.
They walked right up to the machine, and Jada and Mia
imitated laser sounds as they played with the controls. Sabine
took a few coins out of her pocket and inserted them into the
machine.
“This one’s on me!” She said, smiling at the girls. They each
took a spot on a side of the flat, square shaped game.
The game played like any normal game, and the girls soon
forgot about the AI enhancement. The arcade was emptying
out as kids headed home for lunch, and now they were almost
completely alone.
After a few fun rounds, Sabine headed downstairs to help out
a few players who were completely clueless about how to play
“Alien Invasion”.
"Wait for me up here," Sabine said as she walked down the
stairs. "There's something I want to show you!"

Jada leaned across the Pong Knockout table to watch Sabine
make her way down the stairs. As she turned around back to
face Mia, she saw a mound the size of a big game, covered by a
black cloth. It was sitting tucked back in a corner, in the
shadows.
“Huh,” she said, mostly to herself, as she walked towards it.
"Strange that I didn't notice it before."
Mia was leaning on the barrier to get a better look downstairs.
But when she realized her friend was walking away, she
followed her.
Jada grabbed the cloth and pulled it off, revealing a white game
with neon blue stripes. It had two gaming seats, and looked
very high tech. It had two VR headsets, and two huge screens
with buttons in front. It looked a little out of place. Mia gave a
little gasp as she walked towards it.
“I know…” said Jada. They both stared at it. “I wonder what the
game is,” Jada finally said, looking for a title on the big
machine, like all the games had.
Jada sat down. Mia didn’t tell her not to, she was too curious
herself. Jada pressed the big blue button in front of her,
which seemed to turn the game on. The screens came to life,
flashing “Put your headset on.”
Jada put on her headset, but the words on the sign didn’t
change.
“I guess both players have to join,” Jada said, looking
tentatively at her friend. Mia nodded and sat down. Picking up
the headset a little gingerly, she laid it over her eyes.

For a second, nothing happened, and Jada wondered if the
game was broken.
Then, she heard a whooshing sound, and was flying over a
pixelated ocean. In her ears she heard a cold, metallic voice
say: “FIVE...FOUR…”
Jada was confused. The game hadn’t explained any rules.
“THREE...TWO…” Jada thought she heard a voice shouting
behind her, but it was too muffled to understand.
“ONE…”
Mia and Jada both got the sensation that their seats were
gone from under them. A strange swirling, twisting feeling
engulfed them...along with alarming beeping, like a siren from
their school fire drills.
Suddenly, it stopped. The girls found themselves lying on a
street. It looked unrealistically clean, and was made of moss…
“Wait, what?! A moss street?” Jada thought to herself.
But judging by their comfortable landing, it probably was
moss. It was blue-green, and looked nothing like a street, but
somehow, she knew they were on one.
Jada heard a voice say: “Where....where are we?”
She turned with a start. Mia was sitting up on the moss street
a little way away, looking timidly around.
“I don’t know,” Jada responded, taking in their strange
surroundings once more.

“I know,” said a voice behind them. Both girls froze, and slowly
turned. The girls melted with relief. Sabine sat behind
them, her face stern and unmoving, looking like an ice statue.
“Sabine!” Jada exclaimed. Sabine’s expression remained the
same. Jada’s relief started to fade. The same metallic, cold voice
they had heard earlier rang through their ears once more.
“Welcome to Deepest Mind,” it said. But the voice didn’t sound
welcoming at all.

Chapter 5:
Meet the AI

A tingle ran through Jada’s spine, chilling her.
“I’d get off the road if I were you,” said Sabine. Mia and Jada
did as she said, and scooted off the street, onto an elevated
mossy bank which seemed a bit like the curb on a normal
street. Jada lay down flat on her back, still shaken by the fall.
She noticed that the clouds were purple. How strange, she
thought. She was about to ask about them, but then a sound
made her jump. Something like a lightning bolt tore down the
street with a crackle.
“Wh-where..,” Mia started, but was cut off by the sound of
electricity.
The sound got louder and closer, and a hoverbike suddenly
stood before them. Soon another one shot down the street,
leaving a streak of fading electric blue behind it. Finally, a
third bike arrived.
“Ooh, I get it now!” Jada said. “We’re supposed to race, that’s
the game!” Jada said, with a relieved chuckle.
She started towards the bikes, but Sabine stuck out her arm,
blocking Jada’s path.

“I’m sorry,” Sabine said. “I should have told you earlier. There’s
an off-limits game in the arcade. The one you found, actually.
I was fooling around with some computer programs, and
decided to code the AI into the game myself,” Sabine
continued.
“And ... something went wrong ... but I couldn’t quite figure it
out,” she said, looking down at the ground.
“When you give an AI the wrong instructions, or don’t put in
safeguards, it can become smarter than humans. It took over
the game. It was too powerful for me to stop it. An AI doesn’t
have feelings about taking care of people, like humans do. All
it wanted to do was win, no matter what,” Sabine sighed.
“Soon after I created it, I had to turn it off,”
Sabine looked down, embarrassed. “I got scared. So ... I hid
the game, to forget about it, because I couldn’t bring myself to
destroy it … but then you two decided to play,” Sabine said,
looking at them again. She looked upset, like she was about to
cry.
“No worries!” Mia said, looking very worried. “Let’s just stop
playing!” She chuckled nervously. “There is a way to stop
playing ... right?” Mia asked, with a tremble in her voice.
“I-I don’t know …” Sabine said, looking at her feet again.
That’s when Jada noticed it. Sabine’s white converse were
now neon orange streaked with different shades of the bright
color, and so were her clothes. Her hair was bright orange.
Her glasses too!
Mia’s hair was streaked with neon blue. And she now had a
necklace, just like Sabine. Sparkling, pixelated neon blue dot
fluttered around it. Jada looked down, and saw a necklace
around her throat, with a miniature video game console
pendant.

“Um...Mia…” She said slowly, “I don’t think we’re at Limelight
anymore…” Mia looked up, and gave a little shriek. “What
happened to your hair?!” Mia asked.
“It’s green!!!” Mia cried. Jada picked up a bunch of hair. It was
streaked with shades of neon green.
“Sabine…” Jada said slowly. “We’re not in the game, are we?” But
Sabine was silent.
“Sabine!” demanded Jada, stepping closer.
“Um, yes,” admitted Sabine reluctantly. “We’re in the game,” she
sighed.
Before Jada could respond, a fourth motorcycle suddenly
zoomed down the street.
Sabine pulled the girls down behind the mossy bank. “That’s the
AI, don’t look at it, and hopefully it won’t look at us. It can’t know
we’re here,” The girls stayed down.
The motorcycle and its rider soon sped away, travelling a few
meters before blipping out, like when you turn off the TV. Sabine
gave a long breath, and whispered “It’s going to check all the
other starting points, so we should have some time,” The girls
came out of their hiding place warily, checking their
surroundings.
Jada turned to Sabine with a look of fear on her face. “How are
we getting home!?”
“Well, the AI will always beat us at the game, so we can’t win by
playing…” Sabine said.
“What’s the AI’s weakness?” Jada interrogated.
“I-I’m not sure…” Sabine said sullenly.

Mia was pulling up moss from the street and forming it into a
lump, her hands moving quickly and in a pattern. Pulling the
moss up, and patting it into a pile. Pull, pat, pull, pat. She did
that kind of thing when she was worried. Jada heard her
mutter silently “Should have had a plan…shouldn’t have
followed…been more prepared,” Mia said under her breath.
The sound of electricity returned, and they dashed back to
the mossy bank. Mia jumped from her now sizeable pile,
dashing to join Jada and Sabine.
A motorcycle zoomed down the street, heading straight for
the mossy lump. As soon as it touched the lump, at even the
slightest brush of the wheel, the motorcycle was launched
into the air. Its rider flipped off of the motorcycle, and both
hovered in a frozen, pixelated state in the air.
The motorcycle shimmered violently, almost threatening to
disappear without its rider. The helmeted figure pixelated
too, and fell from the air, sizzling as if shot by lightning. Mia
dashed out, following her instinct to make sure the rider was
okay. Sabine lunged out and tried to grab her, but it was too
late. Mia knelt down beside the rider, ignoring an angrylooking Sabine who was waving frantically at her to come
back.
“Don’t move,” said Sabine. “This could be the AI trying to
trick us. We could get trapped in the game forever!” Jada
stared back at her. Was Mia in danger?
Without thinking, Jada jumped up and ran to Mia.
“Be careful!” Jada shouted. “This could be a trap! It could be
the AI trying to trap us in the game,”
Mia barely looked back at her, and tried to pry the sizzling
helmet off of the rider’s head.

“The AI could trap us forever!” Jada said.
“It could also be someone in trouble!” Mia shouted back. The
friends shared a look. “There’s only one way to find out,” Jada
said. Mia looked at her and nodded, knowing what her friend
was thinking.
At the same time, they each reached out, grabbed one side of the
rider’s helmet and pulled. The helmet popped off.
“Wow,” said Mia. “I didn’t expect that!”

Chapter 6:
Human or computer?

A young boy with sandy hair looked up at Mia and Jada, his
skin looking only slightly damaged from his accident. The
girls stared back at him skeptically, as if he was some sort of
specimen.
“H-hello?” he said slowly. The girls jumped back, and Sabine
almost leapt out of her hiding spot, waiting for danger.
“It can talk!” Jada whispered with surprise, and the rider
looked a little insulted.
“Yeah, of course, I can talk!” he snapped.
The girls’ eyes widened even more. The rider got up, and
the girls backed away. The boy sighed.
“It’s okay,” he said, talking in a reassuring voice.
“It'll be okay when I say it is!” Sabine said, jumping out of
her hiding place with a menacing look on her face.
The boy took a few steps back, obviously surprised.
“I’m a player!” he told them “Just like you!” He backed away
slowly as Sabine put on her most threatening glare.

“I…I got trapped in the game!” He said, his eyes searching the girls
faces for pity. “Prove it!” Sabine said. “Um...well...I know what…
Cheetos are,” He finally said, trying to look convincing.
Jada snorted lightly, covering her mouth. If that was not the best
way to prove that you were a human and not a computer
program, she didn’t know what was. Sabine looked partially
convinced. After all, how would some AI know about snacks?
Sabine had to say they weren’t her favorite kind of chips, but she
nodded at him to keep talking.
“And…” he said, lifting up a bunch of his hair, “I have these
colorful hair things.” He was telling the truth; his hair was striped
with neon yellow, although…it hadn’t seemed to be there before,
thought Jada.
Sabine looked relieved. “Only the players have these,” she told the
girls. “I think it’s ok. There's probably nothing to
fear.”
Sabine looked at him again. “Still, who are you and what are you
doing in the game?” She questioned him. “I got stuck here, just
like you, haven’t I already told you that?” he said, looking slightly
irritated.
“How did you get stuck here?” Mia piped up, putting on a stern
face. The boy looked at her. He had obviously forgotten she was
there.
“Oh! Um, well, I was curious...and I started playing, and then I
ended up here!” he said, a bit sheepishly.
“That sounds about right to me,” Mia said, glancing over at
Sabine. Mia turned back to the boy, her crossed arms now
dangling comfortably at her sides.
“That’s what happened to us too,” Mia told the boy, and smiled
hesitantly. He smiled back.

As he walked in step with the girls towards the mossy curb, his
face looked like he was inwardly chiding himself.
“I should’ve introduced myself, sorry!” He said, smiling. “I’m
Ben,” he said. The way he said Ben sounded a little strange, like
a robot. Sabine looked puzzled for a moment and opened her
mouth as if to say something, then shut it again.
“Well,” said Ben. “It seems you’ve figured out the weakness of
AI,” he said, looking at Mia. She looked surprised for a moment.
Jada spoke up. “Oh...I see what you mean! The moss Mia put on
the road made the motorcycle freeze!” She said, looking at the
motorcycle, which was still suspended in the air in its pixelated
state.
“Yeah! I kind of noticed that too when I got flung off of it,” Ben
said, grinning at Mia.
“Oh! Um...sorry about that,” Mia said, grinning sheepishly.
“We need to outwit the AI, find how to freeze it, or confuse it!”
Jada said. “Exactly,” Sabine said. “AI is very smart at the things
it knows how to do well. But it is only smart if none of the
instructions or rules change. As soon as you change even a
small thing about the game, it has to start learning from zero,”
Sabine continued.
“That’s why AI can beat humans at chess, but robots using AI
are confused by simple things like moving shadows, or changes
in lighting conditions. They can’t learn quickly as their
environment changes,” Sabine concluded.
As Sabine spoke, Jada’s eyes lit up. “That’s why the moss, which
was a small change in the environment, made the motorcycle
go berserk!” she said, looking over at Sabine for confirmation.

“Exactly,” Sabine said “I should have thought of this earlier!” She
exclaimed. “Introduce a new variable, or change the game
in some unexpected way, and the AI will be confused and stop
working!” Sabine looked at the group excitedly.
“You figured it out!” Mia said, jumping up and down with
excitement. “We figured it out,” Sabine corrected, smiling.
“So...we need to find a way to confuse the AI enough, find a way
out, get back to the arcade…” Mia listed the sequence of steps.
“We need a plan,” she said firmly. “We came without a plan, but
who could have expected this anyway,” she said. Mia looked at
Jada to tell her it was okay, and that she forgave her. Jada smiled,
a little surer of herself.
“It sounds nearly impossible,” Jada exclaimed. “How can we get
all the way back to Limelight?” Jada asked, her face creased
with worry. Mia waved it away.
“Pffft,” she said. “I’ve been to a space station near Jupiter and
figured out how to get back, how hard can this be?” Mia said.
Sabine stared at Mia in disbelief, but soon closed her shocked
open mouth. She hadn’t done anything this difficult before, but
now, maybe with Mia helping them, they could actually find a
way back.
Jada turned her head to Ben. “Tell us what you know,” she said, a
determined look on her face.

Chapter 7:
Motorcycle madness

The motorcycles hovered in a row on the road. “Come on,” Ben
said. “You need to trust me. I’ll show you around the game,” he
said, smiling. “Get on!” he urged the girls.
His face was so reassuring and comforting, and the girls walked
over to the bikes, feeling safe with their new friend. Mia noticed
that the motorcycles were color coded: green for Jada, blue for
Mia, orange for Sabine. Somehow this reassured her too, like
they were meant to be there. Ben’s was yellow, she noticed.
Mia smiled and walked over to Ben, who was trying to figure out
how to get his motorbike back. “Sounds like a good plan,” she
said. Mia always liked a plan. Sabine still looked skeptical, and
eyed him cautiously as she mounted her motorbike.
Ben and Mia, who was taller than him, managed to get his bike
down. They jumped up and stuck their hands into the mass of
hovering pixels, and finally the motorbike exploded into a cloud
of sparkling yellow pixels and fell, then reformed and puttered
over to its spot with the other bikes as if nothing had happened.
As Mia and Ben hopped on to their hovering bikes, a sign
suddenly popped into existence before each of them. Three
hearts hovered in a row, above each of them, and a traffic light
appeared in front of them. It flashed. Red...yellow...green.
They zoomed forward, the motorbikes speeding up abruptly as
they approved their first curve. Too fast, Jada thought.

As Jada looked down, she noticed she was wearing a one-piece
black tracksuit, with neon blue lights for stripes. They all were
wearing the same outfit, she marvelled.
As they continued riding, the world slowly changed. The moss
turned into pavement, and the rolling hills turned into small,
rundown shops that were boarded up. As they sped up, the
surroundings blurred into the purple clouds above. Everything
seemed to blur. The change was so subtle that you didn’t
realize it until you were in a completely different place.
The ride seemed exciting, yet comfortingly kind of mellow. Jada
felt herself relax as she sunk into the comfy bike, slowing a
little. As they dashed forward, Mia and Sabine continued to
speed up, the wind pushing back their hair.
They felt half asleep, strangely, and barely blinked an eye when
they saw a large block was in the middle of the road. Then, it
was as if reality dawned. Jada all of a sudden snapped awake,
once more feeling the cold wind biting at her cheeks. As they
entered the towering shadow cast by the block, her heart
plummet into her feet.
Ben’s bike jumped the block, and Jada saw it blip just as it
crested over the top, but Mia’s bike did no such thing. Mia gave
a loud scream, somehow audible over the sound of the bikes as
she hurtled towards it. Right behind her, Sabine did the same.
Jada yelled with anger and confusion as she tried to stop her
bike, but it wouldn’t slow down. She tried moving her legs
but they appeared to be stuck to the bike. She squeezed her
eyes shut as she heard the crash as Mia and Sabine were
hurtled into the wall.
“I hate this game!” yelled Jada. “Get me out of here!”

In a fit of anger, she grabbed her necklace and pulled it off. She
threw it violently in front of her, her eyes clouded with tears.
The pendant fell to the pavement with a clink that was drowned
out by the roar of the motorcycle, and the blood-chilling sound
of Jada’s scream.
Then, the bike hit the pendant, which had bounced off the
pavement and she felt herself freeze, the world slowing as she
felt herself twist and turn into the air, the pendant clinking onto
the ground, bouncing ever so slightly.
Time sped up, and Jada was shoved forward off the bike and was
thrown towards the pavement, the force knocking the breath
out of her as the ground came to meet her, the impact like a
cold, hard slap resonating through her bones. Her right cheek
stung as it scraped against the sharp ground. She shouted in
pain, but pulled herself forwards for Mia and Sabine.
They lay slumped in awkward positions against the wall on the
street. The motorcycles lay a few feet away, not even scratched
by the crash. Jada gave a choked sob.
“Sabine...Mia?” No response.
When she pressed her fingers to Mia’s wrist, no heartbeat
echoed back, and no breath rose and fell in her chest.
“Oh...oh no!” Jada whispered almost silently, in shock.
A loud ding interrupted Jada’s quiet tears, and three hearts
appeared over both Sabine and Mia. One of each of their hearts
flickered out, and two hearts soon glowed back at Jada.
Mia’s body pixelated and vanished. A moment later, in the exact
same place, Mia shimmered into focus again. She looked scared.

Jada threw herself into Mia's arms. “You’re okay!” Jada said
happily, looking at her friend.
Mia just looked at her, her expression still scared. “Did I just lose
a life in the game?” she finally asked.
“You did, but you’re okay,” Jada said, trying to reassure her
friend.
Sabine stood beside them, looking troubled at the two crying
friends. “Sabine!” Jada exclaimed, jumping into her arms, Mia
oined as well, and Sabine hugged them back .
“From now on we have to be more careful!” She said, looking
warily at the wall.
“Yeah...so, I guess he lied to us,” Mia said, taking in what had just
happened. “Yeah,” Sabine said.
“I’m sorry!” Mia shouted, tears leaking out of her eyes, and
trailing down her cheeks. “I should never have trusted him!”
“Shh, it’s alright, you didn’t do anything wrong,” Sabine said,
smiling reassuringly at Mia.
Mia gave a shy smile through her tears, forcing herself to believe
what Sabine had said was true. “So…” Jada said. “What do we do
now?”
Sabine smiled, the sparkle in her eye returning faintly. “We still
have to get out of the game, but I think I know how now. You see
that wall there?” Sabine said as she pointed to it. It was the
same one they had crashed into only minutes before.
“Uh...yeah I think I do!” Mia said sarcastically, wiping tears from
her eyes.

Sabine laughed. “Well, Ben the AI there led us to it, to…”
Mia interrupted. “What?! Ben’s an AI?” Mia said suddenly, her
eyes wide.
“Yes, or why would he do that?” Jada said slowly. It was all
starting to make sense.
Sabine nodded. “Ben must be an avatar of the AI! That’s why he
wanted to take us on a “tour,” The only thing he is trained to do
is race the motorcycles!” Sabine exclaimed. “And as we started to
trust the avatar, the avatar got better at convincing us!”
“What’s an avatar?” asked Jada.
“Oh,” said Sabine, “it’s like a make-believe version of yourself
online. You can have lots of different avatars. The three of us are
avatars right now – that’s why our hair could change to such
crazy colors!”
“I thought he was just a mean player that wanted to win,” Mia
said. “But if the AI takes away all our lives…” she said, not daring
to finish.
“It would be game over,” Jada finished for her, looking grim.
“We need to get out of here fast!” Jada said as she walked around
the side of the wall, studying it.
“So, what’s so special about this wall?” she asked Sabine.
Sabine grinned a little. “I have a little surprise up my sleeve,” she
said, with a grin.

Chapter 8:
The secret level

The girls stared at Sabine. Was there a secret way out of the
game?
Sabine smiled, preparing herself to explain. “A a gamer myself, I
love secret levels,” she smiled. “So, when I was fooling around
with coding this game, I built a secret level. It’s a great way to
have the gamers really excited to play your game!” she said.
Sabine put her hand on the wall, and traced the lines between
the bricks with her finger. “I put my secret level in this very
brick wall!” she said, walking around it.
“And once you’re in the level, you will be asked the question
that is embedded inside the wall. If you answer it correctly, you
win! You’ll beat the game!” she exclaimed.
Jada looked puzzled for a moment. Then an amazed look
dawned on her face. “If we beat the game...that means we can
leave!” she said excitedly!
“Exactly,” Sabine said. “If only I can remember how exactly you
get to the secret level,” she continued, looking a bit nervous.

“What do you mean, you can’t remember how to get there
exactly?” Mia asked.
“I mean what I say,” Sabine said with a sigh. “I programmed a
secret level, but it’s a program. It’s a piece of code that
transports to the secret level if they do the right thing. But now
that I'm inside in the game, I don't have access to the code. All I
know is that there is a manual button here somewhere, hidden
in the wall."
“Ugh!” Mia sighed. “Why can’t anything be easy!? Just give us a
break for once!” She shouted at the sky.
“Let’s keep looking,” Jada murmured calmly, as she tried pressing
the bricks.
Mia yawned. “I wonder what time it is back home,” she said,
sitting down on the pavement, resting her back on the wall,
and looking at the sky. “It feels like we’ve been in here for hours,”
“I don’t know, all I know is that I want to be back at Limelight!”
Jada said.
One of the bricks was sticking out a bit, and it was bugging Mia's
back. Scowling, she thumped it with her fist. A click suddenly
sounded, and the panel of pavement that Mia had been sitting on
started to curve upwards and fold and unravel itself at the same
time, unfurling like a ribbon and stretching higher until it
became a staircase that rose to the top of the wall. It arrived at
the top with another click, and the girls gasped with delight.
“You figured it out!” Sabine said, running over to Mia to give her
a high five.
They made their way up the staircase to the top of the brick wall,
and as they climbed higher and higher the staircase seemed to
get bigger and bigger, longer and longer, unfurling under their
feet until they were enveloped in the purple blue clouds.

The staircase seemed to keep going and going, getting bigger
and longer with every step they took. Jada and Mia took no
notice , as they were too busy playing with the fluffy clouds
around them.
Sabine smiled at them “I programmed it to be like cotton
candy!” she said. “Wow! That’s exactly how I wish real clouds
were!” Mia said, trying to eat a piece of purple cloud.
Mia spat the cloud out. “Apparently pixels don’t taste so good!”
she said, grinning. Jada laughed.
As they climbed higher, they could see a large shadow over
them; it appeared to be the end of the sky in this strange game.
A little door appeared in the ceiling, which they could now see
was a large dome. It was like a little trapdoor to an attic. One by
one, they stood on tiptoes on the last step and pulled
themselves through the door.
They entered into a small room that seemed like an illusion. It
seemed to go on forever, but also seemed very small. The voice
that they had heard when they entered the game rang through
the space, echoing, cold and metallic as ever.
“Hello, I am Deepest Mind. Answer this question to win the
game,” the voice said.
The girls looked at each other. If they answered this question
they could leave! They had to get it right.
“You have FIVE seconds to answer!” the metallic voice said.
“Fail, and lose a life,” it continued menacingly.
“What?!” Jada shouted.
“But that’s crazy!” Mia said. “And impossible!” she added, “You
didn’t even ask us a question!”

“The AI is out of control. I guess it froze the secret level to stop
us from winning,” sighed Sabine.
“FIVE…” the countdown had started. The walls seemed to cave
in, and Jada realized the room was shrinking. She shivered at
the thought of what would happen at the end of the
countdown. The AI needs to be confused…but how could they
confuse it? Her thoughts seemed to whirl around in her head,
going nowhere.
“I know!” Jada said with a gasp. “I know what to do!” she
whispered.
“What?” Sabine and Mia whispered back. “Tell us!”
“We need to confuse the AI, like with Ben’s motorbike!” Jada
said.
“Yes…” Sabine said doubtfully. “But how can we confuse the
AI?”
“FOUR…,” Deepest Mind continued.
“Oh no!” Mia said. “We have to hurry!” She said worriedly, while
the girls moved closer together in the shrinking room.
“What can we do?!” Sabine said, looking around the room.
There was nothing except floor and ceiling that seemed to melt
together in an eternal pattern that revealed nothing.
“THREE ...” Deepest Mind announced.
Jada’s face was determined. “We have to get back!” she said.
“We’ll find a way, but we have to do this!” They nodded.
“TWO…”

“ONE … ” said Deepest Mind, its voice colder than ever. They
weren’t going to make it.
“Deepest Mind...STOP!” Jada shouted. The voice wavered
suddenly, then glitched. It almost seemed to be fighting between
following the command and continuing the countdown.
“I won’t let you continue. You will not stop us from going home!”
she shouted angrily. “You can’t do anything but make us
play this game, so if you want to keep us here you have to
challenge us face to face!” she shouted, her brows furrowed.
“Come here in person! You can’t keep us here unless you stop us
yourself!” She said, gaining confidence with each shouted word.
There was a silent pause, as if the AI was thinking for a moment,
and then the voice boomed out “ERROR CODE 7427466391.
ERROR...ERROR...ERROR…”
Deepest Mind’s voice was now a high-pitched wail, sounding like
a siren during a fire drill. The girls covered their ears.
Sabine grabbed Jada’s arm. “You stopped us from getting stuck
in the game, but something worse is happening!” She said,
looking around in panic.
“What is it?!” Jada shouted, urgency in her voice.
“This error code! It’s what has been causing all the problems in
the game!” Sabine said. “The first time something went wrong
Deepest Mind said the same thing it’s saying now…” Sabine said
anxiously.
“How are we going to get home now?!” Mia cried.
“We’ll be alright!” Jada said, trying to reassure herself as much as
she was trying to reassure her friend.

“Game will reboot in five minutes,” Deepest Mind said.
“Oh no! If the game restarts the data will get deleted!” Mia
shouted.
“And so will we!” Sabine added, looking desperate.
“But we’re so close!” Mia shouted, stomping her foot.
“We can still figure this out!” Jada said.
“But...what if we can’t?” Mia asked, her eyes filled with fear.
“We will,” Jada said confidently. “We’ll find a way out.”
But she had no idea how.

Chapter 9:
The frozen door

The girls looked around the secret level, looking for ideas.
Nothing. The landscape was as empty as their mind.
Thankfully the room had once again expanded, and possibly
contracted to its absurd dimensions.
Mia suddenly gasped.
“What is it?” Jada said, swiveling around and staring with
concern at her friend.
“A...a door!” Mia said. “What?!” Jada said, looking at the bright
yellow door that stood, as if suspended, a few feet in front of
them.
Sabine sighed. “That’s the door that I put in here, so that when
the players got the question right, they could use it to exit the
secret level,” she said wistfully.
“But I don’t know what it does now. The game went berserk,
as you know,” she said, looking into the distance.
“It’s fine! It’ll work, I know it!” Mia said, her usual excited
personality appearing once more. She dashed over to the door
and pulled the handle. A flashing red light appeared over the
door, and an electronic voice shouted “Illegal player activity
detected. Access denied!”

Mia slumped and sighed. “It’s no use!” she said dejectedly. “It
won’t let players through,” Mia looked at her feet, a bit
embarrassed for getting so excited.
“Hey!” Jada said. “It was worth the try,” Jada smiled at Mia.
“Thanks,” Mia said, looking even more dejected.
Mia sighed again. “Well, I’m gonna go try and eat those purple
clouds again if you guys don’t have any better ideas,” she looked
at the faces of her friends. Sabine just shrugged.
Mia climbed down through the little door that was in the floor,
and slowly made her way down the stairs.
“Mmm,” she said to herself, looking at the wispy clouds. She
picked a large bunch of purple and pink clouds and gathered
them into her arms, and it looked to her like she was holding the
kind of sunset you would see in one of your dreams.
“The purple clouds were yucky, but what about the pink clouds?”
she said, trying to take a bite. “Yuck! Just more pixels,” Mia said,
spitting out the clouds. “Well, if they can’t be tasty at least they
can be comfy,” she mused, walking back and forth up and down
the stairs collecting large armfuls of the clouds.
Jada was sitting on the pixelated floor, staring at the ground,
deep in her thoughts. A muffled sound broke her train of
thought, and a huge purple and pink cloud started to slowly
enter the room.
“Aaaah!” Jada said, standing up and taking a few steps back. “It’s
the clouds! They’re coming to get us!” she shouted. “I knew Mia
shouldn’t have eaten them! Now they’re attacking us too!” she
yelled.

Sabine just stared at her. “Why aren’t you scared?” Jada asked.
A muffled voice said “It’s just me!” As the cloud finally climbed
into the room, Jada noticed two shoes sticking out of the mass of
clouds.
“Oh! Mia it’s you! You sure scared me!” Jada said. “Well, I figured
I might as well have a comfy cloud seat,” Mia said, and two cloud
covered arms stuck out of the purple and pink blob. Mia reached
over and patted a little bit of cloud onto Jada’s hair. “It’s sticky!”
she said wonderingly.
“Ugh! Great! They’re stuck to me too now!” Jada shouted, more
amused than upset. Sabine giggled a little, trying to cover her
laughter. Mia laughed too, and sat down near the yellow door. A
green light appeared, and the voice they had heard earlier said:
“Unidentified game object. Access granted.”
The door clicked open. A bright white light shone out, and
blinded the girls for a moment.
“What just happened?” Jada said, stunned.
“I...I think we found how to leave...we did it!” Mia said, the cloud
jumping up and down. Jada laughed, and they all headed towards
the door.
“Game will reboot in THREE minutes,” Deepest Mind suddenly
said. Sabine smiled. “Well! I guess that doesn’t affect us now,
does it?” she said.
“Yeah!” Mia said. She stepped up into the door. A green light
flashed on. Mia looked tentatively at her friends. “What if
it doesn’t work for you?” She asked. “It’s okay Mia,” Jada said.
“But...what if I never see you again?” Mia asked.
“You will, I promise! You just need to go,” Jada pleaded.

“I won’t leave you! Please, Jada don’t make me go through the
door without you!” Mia said, tears starting to pool in her eyes.
“I’m sorry Mia. You need to go!” Jada said again. She gave Mia a
quick hug, then a push into the doorway. Mia disappeared into
the glowing square.
Jada laughed inwardly. The door was still open, it was fine, Mia
was just a worry wart sometimes. Jada reached out her arm to
pull the door further and step inside, but a red light flashed. The
door swung suddenly and barely missed Jada’s arm as she pulled
away from the glowing opening.
The voice said “Player recognized! For safety reasons the door
will destruct in one minute!” Jada gasped.
“What can we do?” Sabine asked. She was usually so calm, but
her voice sounded frantic.
“The AI didn’t recognize Mia. We just have to see what made it
do that!” Jada said.
“I thought it was because she was covered in the cloud stuff,”
Sabine said.
“Right! That makes sense!” Jada said. “The AI has never seen a
walking cloud before, so it malfunctioned and got confused!”
Jada said, “And that’s why it let Mia go through!”
“We need the cloud stuff!” Sabine shouted. The two girls rushed
down through the door and grabbed armfuls of the cottoncandy- like clouds, patting and sticking them onto their bodies
so that they covered every inch of space. When they were done,
they climbed back up and stood in front of the door.
The door didn’t open, and no green light flashed.

“No! It has to work!” Jada said.
“We need to think this through,” Sabine said. “What exactly did
Mia do?” she asked thoughtfully.
“She ate some clouds, but what else?” Sabine looked at Jada, who
was sitting down, covered in globs of cloud. “Jada! Come on! We
need a plan,” Sabine said, her tone angry.
“We don’t have time for a plan!” Jada shouted back, standing up.
She kicked at the floor in frustration. A small object caught
her attention, and she saw that Mia’s blue pendant was lying on
the floor. It must have fallen off.
“TWO minutes to reboot,” Deepest Mind said.
As the voice spoke, Jada’s pendant buzzed, so slightly it could
barely be noticed. Jada turned to Sabine. “The pendant!” she
cried, pulling hers off. She had picked it up after using it to stop
her from crashing into the wall.
She studied it, and sure enough, there was a player code written
on the back.
“Sabine, take off your necklace!” Jada shouted as she threw hers
to the ground.
“What? Why!” Sabine asked.
“It’s what makes the door recognize you as a player!” Jada said,
begging Sabine to comply.
“But...but…” Sabine stammered.
“We need to go! Now!” Jada shouted, as she held the door open.
She looked at her friend with tears of frustration in her eyes.
Why wouldn’t Sabine just do it already?

Chapter 10:
Escaping the game

“Sabine! Please!” Jada said, looking urgently at the door. “Take off
the necklace and go through that door! We’re running out
of time,”
“I can’t...this necklace is too important,” Sabine said, looking
down.
“What about it?” Jada asked impatiently.
“My grandma gave it to me, and we’re really close,” Sabine said.
“Your grandma gave you a necklace with a Pac-Man on it?” Jada
asked.
“Yeah! She’s a great coder! She learned pretty late but she
taught me almost everything I know!” Sabine said, looking proud.
“I promised her I would never lose it,” she added defiantly.

“You’re not losing it. You’re giving it up willingly so that you can
stay safe, and go back to see your grandma,” Jada said. “It’s what
she would have wanted.”
“But I can’t!” Sabine said. “Can’t what?” Jada asked. “I-I can’t visit
her ever again…this pendant is the last thing she gave me before
she passed,” Sabine said, her voice pleading.
Jada beckoned Sabine to the door, and looked her in the eye. “Do
this, for yourself, and for me. But most especially because your
grandma would have wanted you to do this, because she cares
about you,” Jada stepped halfway into the door.
“Also…” Jada said in a rush, “I bet that’s not the real necklace. If
you had it before you came into the game, I bet you’ll still have
the real one when we’re back in the offline world,” she insisted.
“Ok,” Sabine said, finally convinced. She threw her pendant to
the ground and stepped through the door. Jada sighed with
relief as she watched her friend finally step through the door.
“THIRTY SECONDS to destruction.
TWENTY-NINE …
TWENTY-EIGHT …”
Deep Mind continued.
“Wish me luck!” Jada whispered to herself. She crossed her
fingers and stepped through the door.
A loud whoosh surrounded her for a second,
and the spinning, turning, twisting feeling she had felt earlier
came back, even stronger than before.

When it stopped, Jada opened her eyes. She was sitting in the
comfy cushioned chair. Mia was next to her. The screen was still
lit up. “Thanks for playing” was all it said. The letters faded, a
little motorcycle raced across the screen chased by a purple
cloud, and then the screen went dark.
With a click the girls pressed the buttons to remove their
helmets, to find themselves back in the comforting surroundings
of the arcade. They stayed silent for a moment, savoring the
quiet whir of the heater, and the warm sounds of feet treading
on carpet. Even the electronic pings and beeps of the games
sounded comforting.
Jada turned to her friend. “We’re back,” she said, sounding as if
she couldn’t believe it. Mia nodded.
“Finally, I was starting to think we would never get out of there,”
Mia said. Jada smiled lightly.
“Turns out the AI isn’t as smart as we thought it was,” Jada said.
“We tricked it easily just by disguising ourselves,” Mia smiled,
and sighed contentedly. “I never thought I would be glad to have
to stop playing, but now I just want to go back home,” Mia said.
“What time is it?!” Jada cried. “Argh! My parents are going to be
so mad!”
A voice suddenly took the two by surprise.
“So, did you beat the game?” Sabine said, standing at the top of
the stairs and smiling at the two girls.
Sabine!” Mia and Jada cried, running over to give her a hug.
Sabine hugged them back. “Don’t worry,” Sabine said. “You’re
just in time for dinner,” she winked.

“"Oh, good!” Jada said, smiling at her friends.
“I have to close the arcade, and you two better get home,”
Sabine said as they made their way down the stairs. “I’m going to
unplug that game you were eyeing, the one in the back corner,”
she mentioned casually. It had a major glitch and I’ve figured out
how to reprogram it to make it safe.” The girls just stared at
her. Sabine winked and kept walking. Jada noticed her Pac-Man
necklace once again hugging her neck.
The girls made their way to the bottom of the stairs, and they
looked up at the flashing ceiling one more time. It showed a
large yellow striped motorcycle dashing across it.
“I don’t think I’ll ever feel the same about motorcycle games,”
Mia said. Jada giggled and agreed. They waved goodbye to Jake,
who was locking up the little snack bar. “See you guys
tomorrow!” he shouted after them as they walked out the door.
Jada smiled back at him. “We’ll come back soon, right Mia?” Jada
asked.
“Yup! Another day, another life-threatening video game!” Mia
joked. Jada laughed.
“I don’t think that’s something I want to experience again, to be
honest!” she said, turning to her friend as they walked out the
door.
“We’ll see!” Mia replied, her eyes sparkling.
As they walked back home, the wind rustled the trees and crisp
leaves floated peacefully down to the ground. An owl hooted.
For a moment, the girls thought they could hear motorcycles
revving in the distance.

THE END
(But keep reading to learn more about artificial intelligence!)

More about Artificial Intelligence
Hey there reader! Want to learn more about Artificial
Intelligence? Below is some more information, as well as cool
websites where you can learn even more!
As you readers may know, scientists have long dreamt of
creating an artificial form of intelligence using computers.
With traditional computers, you have to give detailed
instructions for what you want done: this is a set of instructions
(also called an algorithm). You can think of a program like a
very elaborate recipe that the computer follows. Traditional
computers aren’t intelligent; they just follow the instructions
humans give them.
However, when computers have artificial intelligence (AI),
they are able to do things humans normally do, without taking
instructions. AI can help computers do complex tasks like
planning, learning, and perceiving the world. Computers with
AI can make decisions, recognize images and patterns, and
understand human language.
One powerful form of artificial intelligence is called Machine
Learning (ML). When computers use machine learning, they
can improve their intelligence through repeated experiences.
Through practicing the same task over and over again (like
how to recognize photos of different animals, or play
a video game), they become very accurate. Since computers
never get bored and never sleep, they are often better at
repetitive tasks than humans.
Recently, a relatively new machine learning technique called
deep learning has helped AI get much better, much faster than
before. Deep learning is called "deep" because it has many
layers of artificial neural networks, which are computing
systems designed to simulate the way the human brain
analyzes and processes information.

You probably use machine learning (ML) all the time without
knowing it! Netflix uses ML to recommend movies. Instagram
identifies accounts that are similar to one another by using a
ML method known as “word embedding.” Amazon uses ML to
recommend products. Twitter uses ML to choose which posts to
show you.
Artificial Intelligence can be used in lots of cool ways. It can
help steer driverless cars. It can help with medical diagnoses
by identifying patterns in X-ray and other medical imaging.
Online assistants (like Siri) also use AI. AI can also be used to
help humans use resources, like energy, more efficiently.
Artificial Intelligence also has limits and pitfalls. AI algorithms
have not yet mastered the kind of flexible intelligence that
humans have. This is why robots are good at walking in straight
lines in bright daylight, but would have a problem with wobbly
stairs in the shadows at an amusement park!
More seriously, AI algorithms have hidden biases that lead to
discrimination against certain groups of people. AI can also be
used to create fake images, videos, and even avatars of real
people. AI could also be very dangerous when used as a
weapon of war.
AI can be used for good or bad purposes. Artificial Intelligence
will soon be everywhere in our lives. Making sure we are aware
of the risks and limits of AI is important.
To learn more:
The AI Now Institute at New York University is dedicated to
understanding the social implications of artificial intelligence.
https://ainowinstitute.org/
The University of Cambridge’s Centre for the Study of
Existential Risk is dedicated to the study and mitigation of risks
that could lead to human extinction or civilizational collapse.
https://www.cser.ac.uk/
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